Is there a confirmed significant emergency or dangerous situation that involves an immediate threat to the health or safety of students or employees?

Is there a safety concern?

Is there a potentially dangerous criminal situation that poses a serious and ongoing threat to our campus community?

Evaluate serious and ongoing threat using the following criteria:

- Did the incident occur less than 30 days prior?
- Was the suspect known to the victim?
- Is the suspect not in custody?
- Does the suspect have prior arrests?
- Does the suspect have a history of violent behavior?
- Is there a no-contact order in place?
- Has the suspect previously been reported as a student of concern?
- Does the suspect have a history of noncompliance with law enforcement or institutional directives?
- Did the incident involve physical violence?
- Did the suspect threaten to commit physical violence?
- Were there multiple victims?
- Does it appear not to be an isolated incident?
- Does it appear the suspect specifically targeted or obsessed over a specific victim or group?
- Was there a pattern of behavior around a particular group/recurring event/pattern of reported crimes?
- Did the suspect use a date rape drug or other intoxicants?
- Was the victim under 18 years of age?
- Were there other aggravated circumstances or signs of predatory behavior that may constitute a serious or ongoing threat?
- Did the suspect use a weapon in the incident?
- Is there a lack of facts to show no ongoing threat?

A TIMELY WARNING NOTICE SHOULD BE SENT

WE WILL CONTINUE TO MONITOR THE THREAT